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(54) OPTICAL FIBER CORE BUTTING APPARATUS

(57) An optical fiber core butting apparatus compris-
es a butting panel (1) with multiple butting devices includ-
ing butting holes (11), optical fiber core butting connec-
tors and mechanical hands (3); the optical fiber core butt-
ing connectors comprise a wire-line connector (21) and
a cord-line connector (22); the wire-line connector (21)
comprises a first slide bar (211), a first wire-line core con-
nector (212) and a second wire-line core connector (213),
and the input terminals and the output terminals of the
first and second wire-line core connectors (212, 213) are

both connected by connecting fibers; the cord-line con-
nector (22) comprises a second slide bar (221), a first
cord-line core connector (222) and a second cord-line
core connector (223), and the first and second cord-line
connector (222, 223) are connected by a connecting fib-
er; the mechanical hands (3) are used for holding the
core connectors and driving the core connectors to move.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 201310335039.4 titled "OPTICAL
FIBER CORE BUTTING APPARATUS" and filed with the
Chinese State Intellectual Property Office on August 2,
2013, which is incorporated herein by reference in its
entirety.

FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to the field of op-
tical fiber communication, and in particular to an appa-
ratus for butting optical fiber cores.

BACKGROUND

[0003] With the rapid development of power grid con-
struction and improvement of equipment automation in
power system, the power optical fiber communication
network has been developed unprecedentedly.
[0004] Currently, the optical fiber network, which is the
basic bearing network for optical fiber communication, is
operated and maintained manually, i.e., it requires artifi-
cial operations of fiber-jumping on site to realize butting
and exchanging between different optical fibers. Howev-
er, due to dispersed geographic locations and complicat-
ed operations of artificial rearrangement, the artificial op-
erations lead to a huge workload and are time-consuming
in everyday life, thus the realization of butting and ex-
changing between optical fiber cores becomes an issue
which people are concerned about. Automatic butting de-
vices for optical fiber cores have not be realized in con-
ventional optical fiber communication network devices.

SUMMARY

[0005] To address the above problems, an apparatus
for butting optical fiber cores is provided according to
embodiments of the disclosure, to realize automatic butt-
ing of optical fiber cores.
[0006] To address the above problems, the following
technical solution is provided.
[0007] An apparatus for butting optical fiber cores is
provided. The apparatus includes:

a butting plate with a plurality of butting devices,
wherein each of the plurality of butting devices com-
prise a butting hole in a center of the butting device;

a connector for butting the optical fiber cores, where-
in the connector for butting the optical fiber cores is
fixed on the butting plate and comprises a plurality
of line connectors parallel to each other and a plu-
rality of cord connectors parallel to each other,
wherein each of the plurality of line connectors com-
prises a first slide bar, a first line fiber core connector
and a second line fiber core connector, both of the

first line fiber core connector and the second line
fiber core connector being slidable along the first
slide bar, an input end and an output end of the first
line fiber core connector being connected to each
other through a connection optical fiber, and an input
end and an output end of the second line fiber core
connector being connected to each other through a
connection optical fiber, and wherein each of the plu-
rality of cord connectors comprises a second slide
bar, a first cord fiber core connector and a second
cord fiber core connector, both of the first cord fiber
core connector and the second cord fiber core con-
nector being slidable along the second slide bar, the
first cord fiber core connector and the second cord
fiber core connector being connected to each other
through a connection optical fiber; and

a manipulator configured to grip the fiber core con-
nectors and drive the fiber core connectors to move.

[0008] Preferably, each of the plurality of butting de-
vices further includes:

a plurality of arc-shaped holes distributed around a
circumference of each of the butting holes, wherein
two ends of each of the plurality of arc-shaped holes
are far away from the butting hole; and

a plurality of embossments provided, along radial
directions of the plurality of arc-shaped holes and
opposite to the arc-shaped holes, on an inner wall
of each of the butting holes, wherein each of the plu-
rality of embossments corresponds to a respective
one of the plurality of arc-shaped holes.

[0009] Preferably, the plurality of arc-shaped holes are
evenly distributed around the circumference of the butt-
ing hole.
[0010] Preferably, number of the plurality of arc-
shaped holes is 4.
[0011] Preferably, the connection optical fiber is
wrapped by a drag chain.
[0012] Preferably, each of the fiber core connectors
includes:

a connecting portion;

a fixing portion having a cavity, wherein the cavity
passes through the fixing portion from left side to
right side of the fixing portion, and two through-holes
are provided side-by-side at the bottom of the cavity;
and

two optical fiber core connecting flanges, wherein
one end of each of the optical fiber core connecting
flanges is fixed in one of the through-holes, the other
end includes a second cylinder portion for fixing an
external optical fiber core, and at least one of the
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optical fiber core connecting flanges has a stepped
through-hole.

[0013] Preferably, the connecting portion comprises
an upper part and a lower part, and in a direction per-
pendicular to a passing-through direction of the cavity, a
cross section area of the upper part of the connecting
portion is larger than a cross section area of the lower
part of the connecting portion, and a groove shape is
formed by the upper part of the connecting portion, the
lower part of the connecting portion, and the fixing por-
tion.
[0014] Preferably, the manipulator includes a first
transmission gear and a plug which is embedded partly
in the first transmission gear, wherein embedding por-
tions of the first transmission gear and the plug form a
thread-screw structure, and the plug has a grip portion
in a lower part of the plug to grip the fiber core connectors.
[0015] Preferably, the manipulator further includes:

two bearings which are provided on a top surface
and a bottom surface of the first transmission gear
to fix the first transmission gear.

[0016] Preferably, the manipulator further includes:

a second transmission gear engaging with the first
transmission gear, wherein, when rotating trans-
versely, the second transmission gear drives the first
transmission gear to rotate transversely in a direction
opposite to a direction in which the second transmis-
sion gear rotates transversely; and

a power output portion fixedly connected to the sec-
ond transmission gear to transfer kinetic energy to
the second transmission gear; and

a motor for driving the power output portion.

[0017] Compared to conventional technology, the
technical solution mentioned above has the following
merits.
[0018] The technical solution provided according to the
embodiments of the disclosure includes a butting plate,
a connector for butting optical fiber cores and a manip-
ulator. The connector for butting optical fiber cores in-
clude a plurality of line connectors parallel to each other
and a plurality of cord connectors parallel to each other,
wherein each of the plurality of line connectors comprises
a first slide bar, a first line fiber core connector and a
second line fiber core connector, both of the first line fiber
core connector and the second line fiber core connector
being slidable along the first slide bar, an input end and
an output end of the first line fiber core connector being
connected to each other through a connection optical
fiber, and an input end and an output end of the second
line fiber core connector being connected to each other
through a connection optical fiber, and wherein each of

the plurality of cord connectors comprises a second slide
bar, a first cord fiber core connector and a second cord
fiber core connector, both of the first cord fiber core con-
nector and the second cord fiber core connector being
slidable along the second slide bar, the first cord fiber
core connector and the second cord fiber core connector
being connected to each other through a connection op-
tical fiber.
[0019] In specific implementations, one end of the ex-
ternal line optical fiber core enters into the input end of
the first line fiber core connector (or the second line fiber
core connector), then passes through the connection op-
tical fiber, and exits from the output end of the first line
fiber core connector (or the second line fiber core con-
nector). The first cord fiber core connector and the sec-
ond cord fiber core connector of the cord connector are
controlled by the manipulator to be moved to output ends
of the first line fiber core connectors (or the second line
fiber core connectors) connected with different line fibers.
Then the first cord fiber core connector and the second
cord fiber core connector of the cord connector butt out-
put ends of the first line fiber core connectors (or the
second line fiber core connectors) connected with differ-
ent line fibers, thus an optical path is formed between
different lines through the first line fiber core connectors
(or the second line fiber core connectors) connected with
different line fibers and the butted cord connectors. Au-
tomatic butting for different line optical fibers in the optical
fiber network is realized, the operation is simple, manual
intervention is greatly reduced, a large amount of man-
power and materials are saved, and work efficiency is
improved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] The drawings to be used in the description of
embodiments or the conventional technology are de-
scribed briefly hereinafter, to make technical solutions
according to the embodiments of the disclosure or con-
ventional technology clearer. Apparently, the drawings
in the following description only illustrate some embodi-
ments of the disclosure. For those skilled in the art, other
drawings may be obtained based on these drawings with-
out any creative effort.

Fig. 1 is a structure diagram of an apparatus for butt-
ing optical fiber cores according to an embodiment
of the disclosure;

Fig. 2 is a structure diagram of a line connector of
an apparatus for butting optical fiber cores according
to an embodiment of the disclosure;

Fig. 3 is a structure diagram of a cord connector of
an apparatus for butting optical fiber cores according
to an embodiment of the disclosure;

Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating distribution of external
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line optical fibers in a case that a butting plate in an
apparatus for butting optical fiber cores according to
an embodiment of the disclosure is a 24*24 optical
fiber core matrix butting plate.

Fig. 5 is a structure diagram illustrating the butting
of any two line optical fibers of external line optical
fibers A01-A24, using an apparatus for butting opti-
cal fiber cores according to an embodiment of the
disclosure;

Fig. 6 is a structure diagram illustrating the butting
of any two line optical fibers of external line optical
fibers B01-B24, using an apparatus for butting opti-
cal fiber cores according to an embodiment of the
disclosure;

Fig. 7 is a structure diagram illustrating the butting
of any one line optical fiber of external line optical
fibers A01-A24 and any one line optical fiber of ex-
ternal line optical fibers B01-B24 using an apparatus
for butting optical fiber cores according to an embod-
iment of the disclosure;

Fig. 8 is a structure diagram of a butting device of
an apparatus for butting optical fiber cores according
to an embodiment of the disclosure;

Fig. 9 is a structure diagram of a fiber core connector
of an apparatus for butting optical fiber cores accord-
ing to an embodiment of the disclosure;

Fig. 10 is a structure diagram of a connecting portion
of a fiber core connector of an apparatus for butting
optical fiber cores according to an embodiment of
the disclosure;

Fig. 11 is a structure diagram of a manipulator of an
apparatus for butting optical fiber cores according to
an embodiment of the disclosure;

Fig. 12 is a structure diagram of a manipulator of an
apparatus for butting optical fiber cores according to
another embodiment of the disclosure; and

Fig. 13 is a structure diagram of a manipulator of an
apparatus for butting optical fiber cores according to
still another embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] The implementations of the disclosure are de-
scribed in detail in conjunction with drawings, to make
the objects, features and merits of the invention more
obvious.
[0022] Details are illustrated in the description herein-
after to make the disclosure to be understood compre-
hensively. The invention may be implemented in other

ways different from the description, and be extended by
those skilled in the art without departing from the inven-
tion. The invention is not limited to the following embod-
iments.

A first embodiment

[0023] Referring to Figure 1, an apparatus for butting
optical fiber cores is provided according to an embodi-
ment of the invention. The apparatus includes the follow-
ing components.
[0024] A butting plate 1 includes multiple butting de-
vices. Each of the butting devices includes a butting hole
11 in its center.
[0025] A connector 2 for butting optical fiber cores is
fixed on the butting plate 1. The connector for butting
optical fiber cores includes several line connectors 21
parallel to each other and several cord connectors 22
parallel to each other. As shown in Figure 2, each of the
line connectors 21 include a first slide bar 211, a first line
fiber core connector 212 and a second line fiber core
connector 213. The first line fiber core connector 212 and
the second line fiber core connector 213 both may slide
along the first slide bar 211. An input end and an output
end of the first line fiber core connector 212 are connect-
ed through a connection optical fiber. An input end and
an output end of the second line fiber core connector 213
are connected through a connection optical fiber. As
shown in Figure 3, each of the cord connectors 22 include
a second slide bar 221, a first cord fiber core connector
222 and a second cord fiber core connector 223. The
first cord fiber core connector 222 and the second cord
fiber core connector 223 both may slide along the second
slide bar 221. The first cord fiber core connector 222 and
the second cord fiber core connector 223 are connected
through a connection optical fiber.
[0026] Manipulators 3 are configured to grip the fiber
core connectors and drive movement of the fiber core
connectors to move.
[0027] Preferably, according to an embodiment of the
disclosure, the connection optical fiber is wrapped by a
drag chain 23, so that the connection optical fiber is fixed
in an interior space of the drag chain 23. Thus interfer-
ences between optical fibers are avoided.
[0028] It should be noted that, the fiber core connectors
according to the embodiment of the disclosure may be
the first cord fiber core connector 222 and the second
cord fiber core connector 223 in the cord connector 22,
or may be the first line fiber core connector 212 and the
second line fiber core connector 213 in the line connector
21, which is not limited herein.
[0029] When working, as shown in Figure 1, the line
connector 21 and the cord connector 22 are installed on
both sides of the butting plate 1 in a manner that the
installation directions of the first slide bar 211 and the
second slide bar 221 are perpendicular to each other. In
the following, the butting plate 1 of the apparatus for butt-
ing optical fiber cores, which is an optical fiber core butt-
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ing plate with 24*24 butting devices, is taken as an ex-
ample for description. It should be noted that, those
skilled in the art may understand that the apparatus for
butting optical fiber cores according to the embodiment
of the disclosure is not limited to a butting apparatus in-
cluding an optical fiber core butting plate with 24*24 butt-
ing devices, and may include a butting apparatus includ-
ing an optical fiber core butting plate with a different
number, i.e., 48*48 or 96*96, of butting devices, which
depends on different situations. Since the operating prin-
ciple is basically the same, it is not repeated in the em-
bodiment.
[0030] Each line connector corresponds to a respec-
tive row of butting holes in the optical fiber core butting
plate with 24*24 butting devices. It should be noted that,
the row and column are not absolute, as the selection of
a coordinate system is not absolute. An original "row"
may be viewed as a "column" from a different perspec-
tive. Thus, those skilled in the art should understand that,
the row and column are interchangeable according to the
embodiment of the disclosure. The case that each line
connector corresponds to a row of butting holes is taken
as an example for illustration. In the example, each line
connector can only move along the row corresponding
to the line connector and can only be inserted into butting
holes in the row corresponding to the line connector, i.e.,
the butting holes are divided into multiple rows.
[0031] Each line connector includes a first slide bar,
and a first line fiber core connector and a second line
fiber core connector both of which may slide along the
first slide bar. An input end and an output end of the first
line fiber core connector are connected through a con-
nection optical fiber. An input end and an output end of
the second line fiber core connector are connected
through a connection optical fiber. But the first line fiber
core connector is not connected to the second line fiber
core connector. When working, each of the line fiber core
connectors may fix an end of an external line optical fiber
core, and thus each line connector may fix two external
line optical fiber cores. Accordingly each line connector
may correspond to two external line optical fibers. Thus,
in a case that the apparatus for butting optical fiber cores
according to the embodiment of the disclosure includes
an optical fiber core butting plate with 24*24 butting de-
vices, there are 24 line connectors, and at most 48 ex-
ternal line optical fibers may be connected. The 48 ex-
ternal line optical fibers are provided at opposite sides of
the butting plate, i.e., A01∼A24 and B01∼B24, as shown
in Figure 4. Generally, A01∼A24 are odd rows of line
optical fibers, and B01∼B24 are even rows of line optical
fibers which is not limited herein.
[0032] The multiple cord connectors (C01-Cn, where
n is a positive integer no less than 2) in the apparatus for
butting optical fiber cores according to the embodiment
of the disclosure are provided on the other side of the
butting plate, and the installation direction of the second
slide bar in the cord connector is perpendicular to that of
the first slide bar. The first cord fiber core connector and

the second cord fiber core connector are connected
through a connection optical fiber. Thus, the first cord
fiber core connector and the second cord fiber core con-
nector in the cord connector may be driven, through con-
trolling the manipulator, to be connected respectively to
line fiber core connectors fixing different line optical fiber
cores, so as to form an optical path between the line fiber
core connectors fixing different line optical fiber cores,
and the cord connector connected to the line fiber core
connectors fixing different line optical fiber cores. There-
by, transmission and exchange of data information be-
tween different line optical fibers is achieved.
[0033] Specific examples are used for illustration. For
example, Figure 5 illustrates how to realize exchange
between external line optical fibers Ai and Aj. The first
cord fiber core connector in the cord connector C01 is
moved, through a manipulator, to a location on the butting
plate where the first line fiber core connector of the line
connector connected to the external line optical fiber Ai
is located, and thus the first cord fiber core connector
butts the first line fiber core connector which fixes one
end of the external line optical fiber Ai core. Meanwhile,
the second cord fiber core connector of the cord connec-
tor C01 is moved, through a manipulator, to a location
on the butting plate where the first line fiber core connec-
tor of the line connector connected to the external line
optical fiber Aj is located, and thus the second cord fiber
core connector butts the first line fiber core connector
which fixes one end of the external line optical fiber Aj
core. The first cord fiber core connector and the second
cord fiber core connector in the cord connector C01 are
connected through a connection optical fiber. Thereby,
an optical path may be formed among the external line
optical fiber Ai, the first line fiber core connector fixing
one end of the external line optical fiber Ai core, the first
cord fiber core connector in the cord connector C01, the
second cord fiber core connector in the cord connector
C01, the first line fiber core connector fixing one end of
the external line optical fiber Aj core, and the external
line optical fiber Aj, and butting and exchange of data
information between the external line optical fiber Ai and
the external line optical fiber Aj is achieved. Here, both i
and j are any integer between 1 and 24, inclusive, and i
is not equal to j.
[0034] Similarly, Figure 6 illustrates how to realize the
exchange between external line optical fibers Bi and Bj.
The external line optical fiber Bi corresponds to a line
connector installed on the i-th row of butting holes of the
butting plate, and is connected to the input end of the
second line fiber core connector of the line connector.
The external line optical fiber Bj corresponds to a line
connector installed on the j-th row of butting holes of the
butting plate, and is connected to the input end of the
second line fiber core connector of the line connector.
Thus, the first cord fiber core connector of the cord con-
nector Cn is moved, through a manipulator, to a location
on the butting plate, where the second line fiber core
connector of the line connector connected to the external
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line optical fiber Bi is located. Thus the first cord fiber
core connector butts the second line fiber core connector
which fixes one end of the external line optical fiber Bi
core. Meanwhile, the second cord fiber core connector
of the cord connector Cn is moved to a location on the
butting plate where the second line fiber core connector
of the line connector connected to the external line optical
fiber Bj is located. Thus the second cord fiber core con-
nector butts the second line fiber core connector which
fixed one end of the external line optical fiber Bj core.
The first cord fiber core connector and the second cord
fiber core connector of the cord connector Cn are con-
nected through a connection optical fiber. Thereby, an
optical path may be formed among the external line op-
tical fiber Bi, the second line fiber core connector fixing
one end of the external line optical fiber Bi core, the first
cord fiber core connector of the cord connector Cn, the
second cord fiber core connector of the cord connector
Cn, the second line fiber core connector fixing one end
of the external line optical fiber Bj core, and the external
line optical fiber Bj, and butting and exchange of data
information between the external line optical fiber Bi and
the external line optical fiber Bj is achieved. Here, both i
and j are any integer between 1 and 24, inclusive, and i
is not equal to j.
[0035] It may be seen that, in the apparatus for butting
optical fiber cores according to the embodiment of the
disclosure, the first line fiber core connector or the second
line fiber core connector which fixes the external line op-
tical fiber core are gripped, by the manipulator, to move
on the butting plate. And the first cord fiber core connector
and the second cord fiber core connector of the cord con-
nector are gripped, by the manipulator, to move on the
butting plate. Thus a cord connector butts a first line fiber
core connector or a second line fiber core connector
which fixes respectively two different external line optical
fiber cores, and automatic butting for two external line
optical fiber cores are realized. The operation is simple,
manual intervention is greatly reduced, a large amount
of manpower and materials are saved, and work efficien-
cy is improved.
[0036] Further, in the apparatus for butting optical fiber
cores according to the embodiment of the disclosure, in
the direction perpendicular to the extension direction of
the second slide bar of the cord connector, the butting
between any two of multiple different line optical fibers
is realized with one cord connector, thus usage of cord
optical fibers is greatly reduced, and cost is decreased.
[0037] In additional, Figure 7 illustrates how to realize
the exchange between external line optical fibers Ai and
Bj. The external line optical fiber Ai corresponds to a line
connector installed on the i-th row of butting holes of the
butting plate, and is connected to the input end of the
first line fiber core connector of the line connector. The
external line optical fiber Bj corresponds to a line con-
nector installed on the j-th row of butting holes of the
butting plate, and is connected to the input end of the
second line fiber core connector of the line connector.

Thus, the first cord fiber core connector of the cord con-
nector Cm (m is a positive integer greater than 1 and less
than n) is moved along the column direction, by control-
ling a manipulator, and the first line fiber core connector
fixing one end of the external line optical fiber Ai core is
moved along the row direction, by controlling a manipu-
lator. Thus, the first cord fiber core connector of the cord
connector Cm butts the first line fiber core connector fix-
ing one end of the external line optical fiber Ai core. Mean-
while, the second cord fiber core connector of the cord
connector Ck (k is a positive integer greater than 1 and
less than n, and not equal to m) is moved along the col-
umn direction, by controlling a manipulator, and the sec-
ond line fiber core connector fixing one end of the external
line optical fiber Bj core is moved along the row direction,
by controlling a manipulator. Thus, the second cord fiber
core connector of the cord connector Ck butts the second
line fiber core connector fixing one end of the external
line optical fiber Bj core. Then, the second cord fiber core
connector of the cord connector Cm and the first cord
fiber core connector of the cord connector Ck are con-
nected in advance through a tail fiber on the butting plate.
Hence, an optical path may be formed among the exter-
nal line optical fiber Ai, the first line fiber core connector
fixing one end of the external line optical fiber Ai core,
the first cord fiber core connector of the cord connector
Cm, the second cord fiber core connector of the cord
connector Cm, the tail fiber connecting the second cord
fiber core connector of the cord connector Cm and the
first cord fiber core connector of the cord connector Ck,
the first cord fiber core connector of the cord connector
Ck, the second cord fiber core connector of the cord con-
nector Ck, the second line fiber core connector fixing one
end of the external line optical fiber Bj core, and the ex-
ternal line optical fiber Bj, and butting and exchange of
data information between the external line optical fiber
Ai and the external line optical fiber Bj is achieved. Here,
both i and j are any integer between 1 and 24, inclusive,
and i is not equal to j.
[0038] In conclusion, in the apparatus for butting opti-
cal fiber cores according to the embodiment of the dis-
closure, in the direction perpendicular to the extension
direction of the second slide bar of the cord connector,
the butting between any two (Ai and Aj, or, Bi and Bj) of
multiple different line optical fibers is realized with one
cord connector, thus usage of cord optical fibers is greatly
reduced, and cost is decreased. In addition, in a case
that the connector for butting optical fiber cores according
to the embodiment of the disclosure includes 24 cord
connectors, the butting between 12 groups of line optical
fibers arbitrarily divided among A01∼A24 and automatic
butting between 12 groups of line optical fibers arbitrarily
divided among B01∼B24 can be achieved.
[0039] In addition, in a case that C01-C12 and C13-
C24 of the 24 cord connectors on the butting plate are
connected respectively through a tail fiber, automatic
butting for 24 groups of external line optical fibers con-
sisting of the external line optical fibers A01∼A24 and the
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external line optical fibers B01∼B24 may be realized, i.e.,
automatic full-butting for all connected external line op-
tical fibers may be realized. It should be noted that, C01-
C12 are not required to correspond to C13-C24 strictly,
so long as one of the two cord connectors to be butted
is located in the region where C01-C12 are located, and
the other one is located in the region where C13-C24 are
located. A01∼A24 are not required to correspond to
B01∼B24 strictly either, so long as one of the two external
line optical fibers for butting is selected from the external
line optical fibers A01∼A24, and the other one is selected
from the external line optical fibers B01∼B24. It should
be also noted that, according to an embodiment of the
disclosure, to avoid signal interference between the ex-
ternal line optical fiber Ai and the external line optical
fiber Bi when automatic full-exchange is performed, i.e.,
automatic butting for the 24 groups of external line optical
fibers consisting of the external line optical fibers
A01∼A24 and the external line optical fibers B01∼B24 is
realized, each of the first line fiber core connectors con-
nected to the external line optical fibers A01∼A24 can
only move in half of the region on a side of the butting
plate close to the external line optical fibers A01∼A24,
and each of the second line fiber core connectors con-
nected to the external line optical fibers B01∼B24 can
only move in half of the region on a side of the butting
plate close to the external line optical fibers B01∼B24.
[0040] In conclusion, in the apparatus for butting opti-
cal fiber cores according to the embodiment of the dis-
closure, automatic butting between different line optical
fibers in an optical fiber network may be realized, and
automatic full-butting between different line optical fibers
in the optical fiber network may be also realized. The
operation is simple, a large amount of manpower and
materials are saved, and work efficiency is improved.

A second embodiment

[0041] The basic structure of the connector for butting
optical fiber cores provided according to the embodiment
of the disclosure is similar to that in the first embodiment.
Differences lie in that, as shown in Figure 8, the butting
device further includes: multiple arc-shaped holes 12 dis-
tributed around the circumference of each of the butting
holes 11, where two ends of each of the arc-shaped holes
12 get far away from the butting holes 11; and multiple
embossments 13 which are provided on an inner wall of
each of the butting holes 11, along radial directions of
the arc-shaped holes 12, and opposite to the arc-shaped
holes 12, where each of the embossments 13 corre-
sponds to a respective one of the arc-shaped holes 12.
[0042] Preferably, the arc-shaped holes 12 are evenly
distributed around the circumference of each of the butt-
ing holes 11, and more preferably, the number of the arc-
shaped holes 12 is 4. The disclosure is not limited.
[0043] The portion of the line fiber core connector
which is inserted into the butting hole, and the portion of
the cord fiber core connector which is inserted into the

butting hole, have the same diameter as the butting hole.
Thus, in the technical solution according to the embodi-
ment of the disclosure, when the line fiber core connector
is inserted into the butting hole and the cord fiber core
connector is inserted into the butting hole, the emboss-
ments will squeeze, along radial directions of the arc-
shaped holes 12, the line fiber core connector and the
cord fiber core connector inserted into the butting hole,
to increase contact pressure between the embossments
and any portion inserted into the butting hole. Thus sta-
bility between the line fiber core connector and the cord
fiber core connector is improved when optical signal is
exchanged through the butting hole.
[0044] It should be noted that, the butting plate accord-
ing to the embodiment of the disclosure is proposed main-
ly for the butting of optical fiber cores in the optical fiber
communication network, and may be made of materials
such as stainless steel, aluminum alloy, or glass, which
are sturdy and durable, and the processing difficulty is
taken into account. In addition, for different requirements,
butting plates with different amounts of butting holes may
be customized based on actual situations in specific im-
plementations.

A third embodiment

[0045] The basic structure of the apparatus for butting
optical fiber cores provided according to the embodiment
of the disclosure is similar to the structure in the first em-
bodiment. Differences lie in that, as shown in Figure 9,
the fiber core connector includes: a connecting portion
91; a fixing portion 92, where a cavity 921 is provided in
the fixing portion 92 and passes through the fixing portion
92 from left side to right side of the fixing portion 92, and
two through-holes 922 are provided side-by-side at the
bottom of the cavity 921, and the through-holes 922 are
exposed from the fiber core connector; two optical fiber
core connecting flanges 93, where one end of each of
the optical fiber core connecting flanges 93 is fixed in a
through-hole 922, the other end is provided with a second
cylinder portion 933 for fixing an external optical fiber
core , and at least one optical fiber core connecting flange
93 is provided with a stepped hole 931 inside. Specifi-
cally, each of the optical fiber core connecting flanges 93
includes a first cylinder portion 932 and a second cylinder
portion 933. The first cylinder portion 932 is fixed in a
through-hole 922, and a diameter of the first cylinder por-
tion 932 is the same as a diameter of the through-hole
922 and is greater than a diameter of the second cylinder
portion 933. The first cylinder portion 932 and the second
cylinder portion 933 may be manufactured integrally, or
may be manufactured separately and then combined.
The disclosure is not limited herein.
[0046] It should be noted that, the fiber core connector
according to the embodiment of the disclosure may be
the first cord fiber core connector or the second cord fiber
core connector of the cord connector, or may be the first
line fiber core connector or the second line fiber core
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connector of the line connector, and the disclosure is not
limited herein. In specific implementations, the core of a
connection optical fiber, which passes through the drag
chain 3, enters the through-cavity 921 from a side of the
fiber core connector, and is inserted into a connecting
flange 93 through a part of the stepped hole 931 corre-
sponding to the first cylinder portion 932 of the connecting
flange 93, and exits from another part of the stepped hole
931 corresponding to the second cylinder portion 933 of
the connecting flange 93. The second cylinder portion
933 is configured to fix the fiber core of the connection
optical fiber. During butting, the fiber core connector
moves down, and the second cylinder portion 933 of the
connecting flange 93 is inserted into a butting hole, so
that the optical fiber core fixed by the second cylinder
portion 933 of the cord fiber core connector (i.e., the first
cord fiber core connector or the second cord fiber core
connector) butts the optical fiber core fixed by the second
cylinder portion 933 of the line fiber core connector (i.e.,
the first line fiber core connector or the second line fiber
core connector).
[0047] Those skilled in the art should understand that,
according to the embodiment of the disclosure, the size
of the cavity 921 may be adjusted based on actual re-
quirements. Further, the shape of the through-holes 922
may be a cylinder, and may be other shapes according
to other embodiments. The disclosure is not limited here-
in.

A fourth embodiment

[0048] Based on the second embodiment, in order to
make an external device grip the connecting portion 91
of the fiber core connector better, to drive the fiber core
connector to move, the connecting portion 91 of the fiber
core connector according to the embodiment of the dis-
closure includes an upper part and a lower part, as shown
in Figure 10. In the direction perpendicular to the passing-
through direction of the cavity 921, a cross section area
of the upper part of the connecting portion 91 is larger
than a cross section area of the lower part of the con-
necting portion 91, thus a groove shape is formed by the
upper part of the connecting portion 91, the lower part of
the connecting portion 91, and the fixing portion 92. Thus
the external device may conveniently grip the fiber core
connector to move up and down by means of the groove
formed through the lower part of the connecting portion
91.

A fifth embodiment

[0049] The basic structure of the apparatus for butting
optical fiber cores provided according to the embodiment
of the disclosure is similar to the structure in the first em-
bodiment. Differences lie in that, as shown in Figure 11,
the manipulator 3 includes a first transmission gear 310,
and a plug 320 which is homocentric with the first trans-
mission gear 310 and is embedded partly in the first trans-

mission gear 310. Internal threads are provided in the
joint portion of the first transmission gear 310 to join the
plug 320, and external threads matching the internal
threads of the first transmission gear 310 are provided
in the corresponding portion of the plug 320, i.e., an upper
part of the plug 320 forms a screw structure. The first
transmission gear 310 and the plug 320 cooperate to
each other to form a thread-screw structure. A grip portion
321 is provided in a lower part of the plug 320. The grip
portion 321 is configured to grip the fiber core connector.
Those skilled in the art should understand that, in the
embodiment, the connection between the first transmis-
sion gear 310 and the plug 320 through the thread and
screw is just a preferable mode among multiple connec-
tion modes, and the disclosure is not limited herein, as
long as a transverse rotation of the first transmission gear
310 may drive the plug 320 to move up and down. When
rotating transversely, the first transmission gear 310
drives the plug 320 to move up and down through the
thread connection, i.e., the plug 320 has a displacement
relative to the first transmission gear 310, so as to grip
the fiber core connector to move up and down, and insert
the fiber core connector into the butting hole of the butting
plate, or pull the fiber core connector out of the butting
hole.

A sixth embodiment

[0050] To better control the plug 320 based on the
fourth embodiment to move up and down, the position of
the first transmission gear 310 has to be unchanged, i.e.,
only when the position of the first transmission gear 310
is relatively fixed, the plug 320 may be driven to relatively
move up and down through a screw joint structure of the
first transmission gear 310 and the plug 320. In view of
this, as shown in Figure 12, in an apparatus for butting
optical fiber cores according to the embodiment of the
disclosure, the manipulator 3 further includes two bear-
ings 330 which are provided on a top surface and a bot-
tom surface of the first transmission gear 310 and are
configured to fix the first transmission gear 310. When
being externally driven to rotate transversely, the first
transmission gear 310 can only rotate transversely
around the center of the first transmission gear 310 at its
original position due to fixation of the two bearings 330
which are configured to fix the first transmission gear
310. Meanwhile, since the first transmission gear 310
and the plug 320 are connected through threads, the plug
320 can only move up and down relative to the butting
hole under the function of the thread structure when the
first transmission gear 310 rotates transversely. Thus it
ensure that the manipulator 3 only grips the fiber core
connector up and down. Then, an external driving device
drives the manipulator 3 and the fiber core plug to move
along the first slide bar or along the second slide bar in
the direction parallel to the first slide bar or the second
slide bar.
[0051] Those skilled in the art should understand that,
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according to the embodiment of the disclosure, the bear-
ings 330 which are configured to fix the first transmission
gear 310 are preferable, but the disclosure is not limited
herein, as long as the first transmission gear 310 may be
fixed and the transverse rotation of the first transmission
gear 310 is not influenced.

A seventh embodiment

[0052] Based on forgoing embodiments, as shown in
Figure 13, in an apparatus for butting optical fiber cores
according to the embodiment of the disclosure, the ma-
nipulator 3 further includes a driving portion 35 configured
to drive the first transmission gear 310 to rotate trans-
versely. The driving portion 35 includes a motor 351, a
second transmission gear 352 and a power output portion
353. The second transmission gear 352 engages with
the first transmission gear 310, and is fixedly connected
to the power output portion 353 of the motor 351, so that
the motor 351 may drive the second transmission gear
352 to rotate transversely, and in turn drive the first trans-
mission gear 310 to rotate transversely. Preferably, the
motor 351 according to the embodiment of the disclosure
is a stepper motor. In a specific operation, automatic ro-
tation of the motor is passed to the second transmission
gear 352 through the power output portion 353, thus the
second transmission gear 352 is driven to rotate trans-
versely with the motor. Since the second transmission
gear 352 engages with the first transmission gear 310,
the first transmission gear 310 rotates transversely in a
direction opposite to that of the second transmission gear
352 when the second transmission gear 352 rotates
transversely. Since the first transmission gear 310 and
the plug 320 are connected through the thread-screw
structure, the plug 320 will move up and down when the
first transmission gear 310 rotates transversely. Thus,
the connecting portion which grips the fiber core connec-
tor may drive the fiber core connector to move in the
butting hole in the plug and pull mode.
[0053] According to the embodiment of the disclosure,
the grip portion 321 is made of a ductile material, so that
when the grip portion 321 moves downwards to the upper
part of the connecting portion which serves as a hamper,
two sidewalls of the grip portion 321 tilt towards two sides
along directions perpendicular to planes where the two
sidewalls locate. Then the grip portion 321 moves to the
lower part of the connecting portion across the upper part
of the connecting portion. Since a cross section area of
the lower part of the connecting portion is smaller than
that of the upper part of the connecting portion, the grip
portion 321, which has crossed the upper part of the con-
necting portion, locks a groove formed between the upper
part of the connecting portion and the lower part of the
connecting portion, to grip the connecting portion.
[0054] In conclusion, in the apparatus for butting opti-
cal fiber cores according to the embodiment of the dis-
closure, the first cord fiber core connector and the second
cord fiber core connector of the cord connector are

gripped by a manipulator to move to output ends of the
first line fiber core connectors (or the second line fiber
core connectors) connected to different line fiber cores,
and then the first cord fiber core connector and the sec-
ond cord fiber core connector of the cord connector butt
output ends of the first line fiber core connectors (or the
second line fiber core connectors) connected to different
line fiber cores. Thus an optical path between different
lines is formed based on the first line fiber core connec-
tors (or the second line fiber core connectors) connected
to different line fiber cores and the butted cord connec-
tors. Automatic butting for different line optical fibers in
the optical fiber network is realized, the operation is sim-
ple, manual intervention is greatly reduced, a large
amount of manpower and materials are saved, and work
efficiency is improved.
[0055] The embodiments of the disclosure are de-
scribed in a progressive manner, each embodiment fo-
cuses on differences from other embodiments, and for
the same or similar parts, other embodiments may be
referred to.
[0056] The forgoing description of the embodiments of
the disclosure, allows those skilled in the art to implement
or use the disclosure. A variety of modifications to the
embodiments are apparent for those skilled in the art,
and the general principles defined in the disclosure may
be implemented in other embodiments without departing
from the spirit and scope of the disclosure. Hence, the
disclosure is not limited to the embodiments shown in
the disclosure, but conforms to a widest scope consistent
with the principles and novel features in the disclosure.

Claims

1. An apparatus for butting optical fiber cores, compris-
ing:

a butting plate with a plurality of butting devices,
wherein each of the plurality of butting devices
comprise a butting hole in a center of the butting
device;
a connector for butting the optical fiber cores,
wherein the connector for butting the optical fiber
cores is fixed on the butting plate and comprises
a plurality of line connectors parallel to each oth-
er and a plurality of cord connectors parallel to
each other, wherein each of the plurality of line
connectors comprises a first slide bar, a first line
fiber core connector and a second line fiber core
connector, both of the first line fiber core con-
nector and the second line fiber core connector
being slidable along the first slide bar, an input
end and an output end of the first line fiber core
connector being connected to each other
through a connection optical fiber, and an input
end and an output end of the second line fiber
core connector being connected to each other
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through a connection optical fiber, and wherein
each of the plurality of cord connectors compris-
es a second slide bar, a first cord fiber core con-
nector and a second cord fiber core connector,
both of the first cord fiber core connector and
the second cord fiber core connector being sli-
dable along the second slide bar, the first cord
fiber core connector and the second cord fiber
core connector being connected to each other
through a connection optical fiber; and
a manipulator configured to grip the fiber core
connectors and drive the fiber core connectors
to move.

2. The apparatus for butting optical fiber cores accord-
ing to claim 1, wherein each of the plurality of butting
devices further comprises:

a plurality of arc-shaped holes distributed
around a circumference of each of the butting
holes, wherein two ends of each of the plurality
of arc-shaped holes are far away from the butt-
ing hole; and
a plurality of embossments provided, along ra-
dial directions of the plurality of arc-shaped
holes and opposite to the arc-shaped holes, on
an inner wall of each of the butting holes, where-
in each of the plurality of embossments corre-
sponds to a respective one of the plurality of arc-
shaped holes.

3. The apparatus for butting optical fiber cores accord-
ing to claim 2, wherein the plurality of arc-shaped
holes are evenly distributed around the circumfer-
ence of the butting hole.

4. The apparatus for butting optical fiber cores accord-
ing to claim 3, wherein number of the plurality of arc-
shaped holes is 4.

5. The apparatus for butting optical fiber cores accord-
ing to claim 1, further comprising a drag chain for
wrapping the connection optical fiber.

6. The apparatus for butting optical fiber cores accord-
ing to claim 1, wherein each of the fiber core con-
nectors comprises:

a connecting portion;
a fixing portion having a cavity, wherein the cav-
ity passes through the fixing portion from left side
to right side of the fixing portion, and two
through-holes are provided side-by-side at the
bottom of the cavity; and
two optical fiber core connecting flanges, where-
in one end of each of the optical fiber core con-
necting flanges is fixed in one of the through-
holes, the other end includes a second cylinder

portion for fixing an external optical fiber core,
and at least one of the optical fiber core con-
necting flanges has a stepped through-hole.

7. The apparatus for butting optical fiber cores accord-
ing to claim 6, wherein the connecting portion com-
prises an upper part and a lower part, and in a direc-
tion perpendicular to a passing-through direction of
the cavity, a cross section area of the upper part of
the connecting portion is larger than a cross section
area of the lower part of the connecting portion, and
a groove shape is formed by the upper part of the
connecting portion, the lower part of the connecting
portion, and the fixing portion.

8. The apparatus for butting optical fiber cores accord-
ing to claim 1, wherein the manipulator comprises:

a first transmission gear and a plug which is em-
bedded partly in the first transmission gear,
wherein embedding portions of the first trans-
mission gear and the plug form a thread-screw
structure, and the plug has a grip portion in a
lower part of the plug to grip the fiber core con-
nectors.

9. The apparatus for butting optical fiber cores accord-
ing to claim 8, wherein the manipulator further com-
prises:

two bearings which are provided on a top sur-
face and a bottom surface of the first transmis-
sion gear to fix the first transmission gear.

10. The apparatus for butting optical fiber cores accord-
ing to claim 8, wherein the manipulator further com-
prises:

a second transmission gear engaging with the
first transmission gear, wherein, when rotating
transversely, the second transmission gear
drives the first transmission gear to rotate trans-
versely in a direction opposite to a direction in
which the second transmission gear rotates
transversely; and
a power output portion fixedly connected to the
second transmission gear to transfer kinetic en-
ergy to the second transmission gear; and
a motor for driving the power output portion.
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